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Teaching and learning technology is one of the fastest growing categories of technology at
colleges and universities. Lecture capture systems, or class capture systems as they’re
sometimes known, record entire class sessions including audio, video, PowerPoint slides, and
other media, enabling students to access and review the classroom experience through any
course management platform and/or through direct access. These systems, which are being
adopted at a growing number of colleges, provide academic benefits to students and provide a
user-friendly technology resource to faculty. The early outcomes point to improved student
engagement, increased academic achievement, and satisfaction.

Enhancing the Classroom Experience for Every Student

Lecture capture systems, such as the one offered by Tegrity, enable every student – on campus
or off campus – the means by which to access course material covered in the class at any time.
In the case of Tegrity’s offering, the system provides the ability to automatically record and
upload an entire class lecture within minutes after the presentation is given. Students can
access class content with nothing more than a browser. They can also elect to have content
pushed automatically to their iPod or cell phone or they can download it for review either in
its entirety or in part. Recorded content is automatically captured, indexed, and stored within
a repository for access anywhere, anytime. Tegrity’s powerful search capability also gives
students the ability to selectively retrieve only the content they need through keyword
searches that span the entire repository.

One long-standing frustration for many students is balancing class participation with note
taking. This challenge is rooted in basic facts – the typical professor speaks at 120 words per
minute (wpm), while the typical student writes at 20 wpm. Moreover, students’ notes are
generally not linked to specific slides or visual content employed by the instructor, further
limiting their effectiveness during later review by students. The longer the interval between
original class presentation and student review of class content, the less likely the student is to
retain the material.

This note-taking dilemma is particularly challenging for students in science disciplines, in
which students must absorb complex content, such as detailed formulae, experiments, and
medical procedures. For example, a study of technology used in the Ph.D. neuroscience
curriculum at the Medical College of Georgia noted: “This problem leads to incomplete note
taking, often with thoughts being lost or segments being difficult to interpret and follow
when the student revisits the notes later for studying.”1 The study added that the use of

OVERVIEW

1 Brann, Darrell W. and Sloop, Shawnee. “Curriculum Development and Technology Incorporation in Teaching
Neuroscience to Graduate Students in a Medical School Environment.” Advances in Physiology Education. 2005
30:38-45.
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Tegrity for lecture capture and retrieval led to stronger student performance and higher satisfaction;
students concentrated more on their professors’ comments and presentations, relying on the lecture
capture system to “fill in the gaps that [were] missed in class,” in the words of one student.

Online higher education students benefit in additional ways. Many of these students are non-
traditional students – working adults juggling the demands of work, family, and study, for example.
These students may face numerous additional barriers as they attempt to complete their selected
programs in a primarily asynchronous fashion. In many cases, these students fail to experience the
benefit of an on-site classroom lecture environment, which can stimulate student engagement,
interaction, and collaboration. As Eduventures has noted in its investigation of online higher
education: “Best practices in instructional design online share a strong family resemblance with the
face-to-face equivalent.”2 This instructional alignment practice demonstrates opportunities for
colleges and universities to consider lecture capture solutions in its on-campus and online courses.  

Strengthening Student Retention of Key Academic Concepts and Information

There is general agreement among researchers that people retain approximately 20% of what they
hear and 40% of what they see and hear. The use of digital media players on computers and iPods
provides an additional dimension to the ability to retain information, offering a system where content
can be viewed multiple times, in audio and visual modes, in its entirety or in part. Now, with the use
of Web 2.0-based lecture capture systems, students can review lecture material over the Web, on a
computer, or on a personal media player 24 hours per day, seven days per week, from any location. As
students revisit important classroom lectures at their convenience, the result for many is an
opportunity to absorb complex, detailed ideas and information more effectively.

The experiences of the Medical College of Georgia School of Allied Health, supporting more than
1,000 students and 50 instructors using Tegrity in the classrooms, yield insight into the ways in which
students capitalize on this technology. In a survey conducted by the college, of the 644 students
responding, 32% of respondents cited the ability to replay portions of lectures for test review as most
valuable and a key reason to use Tegrity. In addition, 28% of students cited the value of Tegrity as a
tool for “clarification purposes.” These findings illustrate student perceptions of the value of Tegrity’s
lecture capture system as an academic aid.

Officials from the University of Alabama observed similar usage trends among their students. Among
students in Tegrity-enabled courses during the 2007 spring semester, student review of class material
spiked during exams. Statistics showed a nine times increase in views of instructional material when
comparing the period of two weeks prior to the final exam to the week of the final exam.

Calhoun Community College uses lecture capture technology in numerous courses, including
biology, history, calculus, English, nursing, and computer science. In the college’s 2006 annual report,
administrators emphasized the impact of this technology. Jimmy Duke, Chair of Calhoun’s Distance
Education and division chair for natural sciences and health, commented on courses using lecture
capture. “If a student misses a particular class or needs a review of course material, they have the
flexibility to replay all or any portion of the class as many times as is needed. We’re really trying to

2 Online Higher Education: Retention Benchmarks & Practices, Part 1, Eduventures, April 2007.
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find as many ways as possible to reach our students.” Furthermore, Duke emphasized that lecture
capture and retrieval technology are part of an evolving continuum of digital media, saying, “In
distance education, we started out employing video tapes, then CDs, then the Internet, and now
iPods and podcasting.” 

Advanced lecture capture systems, such as Tegrity, incorporate proprietary search technology to
enable students to selectively search and review specific topics within individual classes or entire
courses simply and instantaneously. This search capability is possible because Tegrity automatically
captures and indexes class content, as well as metadata it creates in the Tegrity database, that students
can search for relevant content within a course material group or across an online video library. By
selecting which information to review, students take a proactive role exploring areas where they have
less confidence. One clear benefit to this approach is a customized, student-centered engagement
with the instructional material. As Dr. Theresa Hamilton, Dean for instruction and student services
at Calhoun Community College commented in her school’s annual report, “This new instructional
option (i.e., lecture capture) is all about student access and success.” 

Improving Student Engagement and the Likelihood of Academic Success

The desire to create a learning environment that enables students to achieve academic success drives
many institutions to deploy a lecture capture system. In a 2007 Eduventures study on retention,
students at risk for retention cited a lack of satisfaction with academics as the most prominent factor
in their decision whether to remain at the institution.3

The University of Alabama introduced Tegrity’s lecture capture system in January 2007, as an
“investment in the success of [our] students,” and the institution witnessed an impact within the first
semester that the system was in use. Among student users surveyed after the initial semester, 84%
reported that Tegrity increased satisfaction with their courses, and 82% reported that Tegrity
increased their success in courses in which it was employed. The high degree of satisfaction also
extended to faculty, who reported that they plan to use the lecture capture tool to create virtual field
trips for students, as well as pre-recording lectures when traveling requirements take them off campus.

The experience of Delgado Community College, a New Orleans institution, demonstrates the
flexibility and potential academic benefits of lecture capture systems. In the wake of Hurricane
Katrina’s devastation, faculty members began to use the Tegrity lecture capture solution to record
courses and post them online. These actions allowed students – who evacuated to locations across the
country – to continue their Delgado courses and academic endeavors online. In one course alone,
Delgado found a 20% improvement in students’ grade points from the pre-Tegrity midterm
examination and the post-Tegrity final examination.

Moreover, institutions also seek strategies to provide students with diverse learning styles with
multiple modalities for accessing and reviewing instructional materials. Lecture capture systems
represent one approach to this issue and can help students customize their academic experience to
more effectively meet their needs and learning style. Minnesota State College Southeast Technical has
embraced this strategy by deploying Tegrity. In its accreditation portfolio with the Higher Learning

3 Students at Risk: Factors Influencing Retention and Persistence, Eduventures, May 2007.
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Commission, the college noted: “The (Tegrity) student academic achievement system was adopted
because of its potential to adapt to students’ preferred note-taking styles and also provides instructors
with data to help students improve their learning behaviors and maximize their study time.”

Classroom-style lectures are, for most students, the most familiar format for instructor-delivered
content and have been found to be effective for face-to-face and online delivery formats. Dr. Chris
Brittan-Powell of Coppin State University found in a fall 2007 study that regardless of the course
delivery format (i.e., classroom-based or 100% online), student use of Tegrity correlated positively
with grades.4 Powell’s study found that Tegrity serves as an educational “compensatory mechanism,”
reducing the impact of a missed class for students. Noting that this is technology that fits well into
students’ lives, Dr. Brittan-Powell stated his belief that the “ease of use and flexibility Tegrity lends to
student schedules contributes to its positive impact on student grades and retention.”

Influencing Faculty and the Practice of Instruction 

Professors are increasingly motivated to use lecture capture and other academic technologies to
enhance their practice and students’ experience. Many newer faculty members are entering
institutions as savvy technologists who want to incorporate best practices into the design and delivery
of their own courses; many enjoy the intellectual challenge of incorporating newer technologies that
provide a framework and resource for increased student engagement. Professors have also achieved
productivity gains with the lecture capture technology by recording presentations and supplemental
materials ahead of class time and/or when scheduling conflicts prevent them from lecturing. Finally,
professors find that giving students the ability to replay and review lectures can save office hours for
more challenging student discussions. 

For faculty who are not as comfortable with technology, lecture capture systems must be designed for
ease-of-use to overcome concerns and potential infrastructure barriers. Solutions that require no
special hardware or software are ideal. With a system like Tegrity, recording is as easy as just clicking
“start,” “pause,” and/or “stop.” Moreover, the user-friendly solutions also automatically upload class
recordings for access through a browser or, if the student chooses, an iPod, a cell phone, or another
mobile device. Faculty can record anywhere – in the classroom, their office, poolside, or on an
archaelogical dig, if they choose.  

For colleges recruiting faculty to use these types of academic technology tools, the ease-of-use of such
systems is paramount. For example, North Central Texas College emphasizes to faculty that the “[the
system] permits instructors to just teach with the Tegrity software by automatically converting natural
teaching styles into effective multimedia e-learning with no production process or assistance.”5

4 Brittan-Powell, C. The Use of Class Capture, Storage, and Indexing to Influence Student Performance and Retention.
2007.

5 North Central Texas College Technology Plan, 2003-2004
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Looking Ahead: Suggestions for Institutional Leaders 

Lecture capture and retrieval represent the intersection of innovative, technology-enabled academic
services and institutional interest in continued improvement in the outcomes of students. As
institutions discover new ways to leverage one of their most important assets – faculty presence and
knowledge – learning technologies, such as lecture capture, play an invaluable role.

Faculty members in turn are excited about the technology’s capabilities. One instructor, blogging on
the potential of this new tool being implemented at her school in 2008, noted: “Basically students
will be able to ‘TiVo’ the class.”6 In fact, the best class capture solutions go far beyond TiVo and basic
recording to enable students to immediately search for, select, and review only the content they need.
Similarly, the published case of Coppin State University received much notice among technology-
interested faculty, both in the mainstream media and on faculty-authored blogs. One oft-mentioned
fact was the high level of Tegrity accesses at 2 a.m., a time of the night when, needless to say, most
faculty would not be available to answer direct questions from their students. In addition, professors
expressed a general sense of relief that classroom attendance in Tegrity-recorded courses either stayed
the same or increased.

As administrators and faculty members consider innovative lecture capture systems for their
institutions, they should keep several issues in mind.

Consider instructors’ classroom experience

n Look for software-based products that are fully Web-enabled and require no special
hardware or software

n Look for a system that enables instructors to record anywhere and anytime they choose
without the requirement of a media-savvy technician

n Ensure that instructors can start, pause, and stop recording with a single mouse-click
n Look for solutions that automatically capture and index audio, video, whiteboard,

annotations, and any application the instructor employs in a database
n Look for editing capabilities that allow the instructor to add, change, and delete content 
n Look for search capabilities that enable students to search by keyword or topic to

instantly zero in on only the material they need
n As instructors become more familiar with technology in the classroom, allow for

additional technologies to capture annotations during lectures 

Consider the computing equipment and access realities of students 

n Look for podcasting software that automatically pushes lectures to students without
incremental cost or effort

n Make sure the system employs a Web 2.0 architecture so that class content can be
recorded, uploaded, and accessed anywhere, anytime over the Web 

6 Vicki Pierce Blog. Accessed December, 2007. http://vickipiercesblog.blogspot.com/2007/10/if-i-could-only-tivo-my-
life.html. 
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n Extend the institution’s existing learning management system (LMS) investment by
integrating lecture capture systems with the LMS to provide students a single point of
access to content for their courses

n Look for a solution that creates a personalized student environment, providing direct
access to classes in which they’re enrolled 

n Understand the role that robust search capability can play in enabling students to access
material on demand, either within an individual course material or across multiple
courses

Scalability of deployment

n Consider products offered as a service rather than a one-time purchase with incremental
training and service calls

n Look for a fully Web-deployed solution to enable rapid deployment of new faculty and
student users

n Verify that the system offers full data set integration with your course management
system and enrollment system through an IMS-compliant interface

n Ensure that the system uses standard recording devices
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